Our focus is to bring out the best in each girl.
We know that with the right experiences you
will discover that you can do anything! We
want to help you learn more about yourself and
by knowing who you are, you will help make
this world a better place.

WHO ARE WE
Our goal is that each and every girl operates in
their full potential. Our goal is to generate inner
respect, love and self-empowerment in girls.

WE WELCOME YOU
Whether you’re a girl or a potential volunteer,
we’re excited to work with you. At GalPatch we
will work together to bring out the maximum
potential in each and every girl. We believe that
idle time is time wasted and can also become a
time of distraction. We understand that life
may bring times of hardship but together we
will get through it.

CONTACT US
602-428-2707
info@Galpatch.com

WE ELIMINATE THE BULLY BY EMPOWERING THE VICTIM

GALPATCH

Founded in 2017, Galpatch endeavors to
provide youth girls opportunity and
support where they can take pride in
their identity and maximize the available
resource to live their full life and achieve
their goals. We improve the capacity of
and support our youth girls, through
focused programming and devoted
mentoring. We offer tutoring and lessons
(dance, choir, sewing, cooking, theater,
college guidance, credit management,
general tutoring, and much more.) Skills
gained from these programs ensures that
girls build confidence that enables them
to overcome the impacts of challenging
life situations that they may have to
encounter as they grow. We view our girls
as seeds, which, when planted well, can
bloom into a garden of all possibilities.

MYCORE (Performing Arts)
MyCore is a program created to help provide the
training and experience needed for each girl to
pursue Performing Arts.

CYCLE’IT (Education/Career)
Core Values
Balance (Mental, physical, emotional, spiritual)
Accountability (X=ME – I am my only problem;
I am my only solution)

Cycle’it is a program that promotes learning and
intellectual development.

ROOT’IN (Enrichment)
Each instructor takes their experience, education
and training and invests it into each girl.

Humility (I am not better, I am blessed)

OXYGEM (Community Action)

Empathy (See the world through the lens of
others)

Oxygem is a program that Galpatch has created
to inspire our girls to meet the needs in the
Community.

Respect (I give respect, I get respect)
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT:
www.galpatch.org

SPRUC’IN (Mind, Body and
Spirit)
Provide education and classes centered on
improving the body, mind, and spirit of our girls.

